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An Understanding of recent ;organizational research is important for

academic library managers. %, The evidence presented' by this research that

organizational success depends oricenvironmental factors as well as internal
,

.

efficiency, and the,theoreticalecificatan.of elements in the environment .

,

as proper determinants -of an organization's structure, suggest that academic

al

'library administrators pay attention to ariables'Outside the library as well-

-- k:
as those within it when eatablishing the relationships and roles that constitute

N. r r,f 77

the oniing'structure of a library or units within a library: 'rhe likelihood
.

.
../-,

, .

that external variables should be considered in the development of the.
/

,.. .

.

, -
or,gabiZatiOnal structure of ;:an academic library provided the impetus tor'

- ;,;

the research presented'in this paper.

The main sections of. the paper are as follows. The theoretical basis

for an-organizational structure determined bytexternal as well as internal

'factOrs (the contingency model) is preSented through a brief.consideratL.-

of two ground - breaking studies. Then the Currentresearch and speculation

which has updated and lugmen-ted this theory is outlined, and a contingency

apprOach to library Organization is justified.` Next, the changing nature of
c.

the academic library environment is described. Finally, specific changes
I

in. the s ture of,an-academic library-that seem appropriate in the light

of the environment are suggested.

A CONTINGENCY MODEL FOR ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE ,

James Thompson presents a theoretical plInlysis of organizations as

open systems whose:successdependS on achieving rational-functioning despite

significant dependencewtirrational,elements. RationAlity is-defines:1i* ,

f
terms of certainty and control; if.a goal. is desired, one will be able to

/./

aphieve it if_he has knowledge of and control.oyer all elements necessary
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.

goal achievement. The emphasis of traditiOna1 Management theory'on planning
4.

and control flow# from the perception of. the importancexof rationality in this

sense.' However, it is .obvious,tha.t no organization, dependent as it is on
!,

eledents outside its jurisdiction- for inputs, approval, and acceptsdbe of

its outputs can achieve this complete knowledge and control over -all elements

necessary for. goal'achievement.- So Ihompson.conceives'of "complexorganimations

as open systems, hence indeterminate and faced ,with uncertainty; .but at the

same time as subject to criteria ofkratibnality and hende needing deteimi-
:f?' 1.

2
nateness and certainty. "2 Controls certainty ,are most possible with

° regard. tl the raw, material conversion process(tec ology) performed by the

.organization, and Thompson suggests' that the successful Organization will

act in the way that will increase and assure thisthis'ce tainty. It will develop
. !. 1

units that *otect or buffer its technology from external uncertainty,'

1k ,

and that monitor and dealArith-
C
the enVirOnMent.' I:. -1,-

4

. ' Thompson suggests that the success of 'an organization depends on how

well it performs its particular technological function, and on how well it

f-

understands and controls the elements outside theuorganizational boundariesj

I.rpomwiiich_itdependsfOrresources,approval,andas product.

-.It-is as.impOrtant to recognize and interact with the environment as it is

to operate dn&improye the organi tion's technology, and the ,:structure of

the organization must be established to, facilitate this interaction.
_

At aP7roximately-the time:Thompson was writing his bookPaUl Lawrence

ans-3 Jay, Lorsch irere.conducting research on the relationships betWeen different:.

.

kinds -of environmental characteristics and differentskimd of businesses.
\ -

These two scholars sought the rwer to the question, "What kind of organ-

izTtion does it take to deal with various economic and market conditions?"6

By- means ofiqUestionnaires and- interviews _with top level managers and exec-
/



utives, they gathered data on the environmen, technology,"and organization

of several companies in three different industries. 7 Their measurements

showed that structure differed according to*type of industry and according to

the effectiveness of the company. Companies facing dynamic. and diverse

.':.

environments were found to have more differentiated departments with regard
-

,

to goal, time, and interpersonal orientation of the .department's manager

and with regard to formality of structure,:than companies facing morestible

environments. In addition, the more effective companies in a plarticUlar

'industry had departmental differentiation more in line with environmental,
....

8
requirements than less successful companies. .

This. research provides evidence that formal structural characteristics

(formal. roles and relaticnrips) can be different in different environments.

Also. in findiing that compares wi#.h the hypothesized environmentally based

structure perforted more effectively,-it indicates that the nature., of these,

characteristrcs might be determined by the environment.

CURRENT RESEARCH

11.

- .

. .

Some research published since 1973 clearly pointscto environmental

characteristics as determinants of an organization's structure., Jeffrey
-- '. . *

Pfeffer published two studies in 1973. --In the first he considers differences
.

. -
.in the make-up and function of hospital boards as a-function.of.the hospital's

,

environment. The environment is defined in Aerms of the. source of hcisPital

,

funds and the make-up and influence of,the:10cal,community.' Pfeffer.

verified the) ypotheeis that the primary function of.board"sof privately
a,

funded hospitals was fund-raising,. while administration was the concern
a.

of hospitals which received the eajor portion of their fundsfrom the government.

-The size of the boards was positively related to the proportion of the
P

'hospital's fundg f-lym private donors, the portancefOf fund raisingns9



influence in the community as a ,criterion.for selecting board members.

The importance of selecting board members for their - political connections

was positively related tothe reported influence-of political organizations

? .

on hospital decisions,- and the proportion of funds received- from the .govern-
4/

meat, and negatively to the.proportion of funds received from insurance payments.

The evidence suppOrts Thampson's.cOntention that the reason for the existence
L

of boundary units'is the need to control the environmental sectors upon which

the organization depends.

In a second siudy14) Pfeffer, in collaboration with Huseyin Leblebici,

demonstrates a relation between competttion(the environmental variable)

and control structures. They found that the competitive environment was

positively related -Co centralization and formalizatioa-inthe companies studied,

while the absence. of competition combined with internal diversity(fregAent

change in product design.andin theproitictionprodess, and a large. number

of products) was positivelyrelated.to decentralization, less formalization'and

more departments. Their failure to find a relation between the environment .

and internal structure in all instanceS(centralizatron and formalization

exist in both the competitive and non-c etitive g'envirOnment, in the absence
-

of internal diversity) is evidence for the prior importance of internal

determinants of structure. However, the indicated relationship' between

competitiveness and centrall-za-tztand formalization, whether internal

diversity exists or not,, shows that the environment is very iffpbrtant at:

:

times.

D. HellriegeI and J.W. Slocum13:^-degcribe the structures of se)mial

major corporations and the environments in which these arganizdtions operate.-

Variationsin theeiternal environment alOng a certainty /uncertainty scale

and in the internal environment alone an integration scale result in dif-
,
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ferent structural characteristics.. Although these authors make no attempt

to define their precisely 'or.verify.the suggested relations statistically,

the. logic 'of their presentation and the obvious realities they describe

give significant weight to their argument for environmentally determined,

structure.

The structure of sheltered Workshops(small buSinesses establihed to

provideliok and rehabilitation for the physically handicapped) was studied

12 tl . -.4

by J.R.EiMberly, He hypbthesized.that the structure of workshops founded

before significant social and governmental commitment to the rehabilitation

of the physically handicapped. woad be different from the structure of work-

shopS funded at the time of environmental support. He states, "Empirical

support was found for the hypothesis and this findinesuggests the utility

0 ,

of a general theoretical perspective which views organizational structure-as

the prOduct of interacting constraints, both internal and external, which

are subject to varying degrees, of control by Organizational memters."13-

themizing about the major cause of current tUrbulence in and.abott''

organizations, William R. Rosengren looks to the environment.
14; -

cultural norms(the.broadening of the conception of. citizens rights and
.

- .
. ..

democratization,' a collectivized view of organizations as obliged to
.

perform'
.

_

commonweal functions; and the awareness. that organizations are composed of

general resources.which can Wturned to a variety of and ends) place

organizations in a "nutcracker" facing the withdrawal'of resources, inter--

ruption of activities, and the withdrawal of to accept

their products. To the extent Tt.hat this witaysis is's-Lrue, Rosengren Stites that:"

organizationS must &imam than adapt or adjust to the external contingencies

4
of strife and contention; they musi'actively engage in Coiling with the ,

...(

environment.

4

. l"

ot,



Paul Hirsch presents an excellent argument for the; importance of being

.aware of and controlling environmentalconstraints in his consideration of

the pharmaceutical and phonograph reCordindustries.15 The'pharmaceutie0

industry had a substantUOV higher annul rate of,return on investment from,

1950 to 1965 than the phonograph record industry'e;./.-en thoughthevindustries
.

are surprisingly similar. Fer.instance, both are process prOauotion industries

employing highly mechanized andmrelativeIrsimp e batch uction techno-

logies, both are dependent on external gatekeepers to ce their,

products to new customers, and-loth place a high pr -fl Ifl on uct innovation,

exist in legal environments predicated upon patents, trail- and/or .

Copyrights, were stimulated by important technological inventions since World

War II, and experienced grolith and expansion well above average for most

manufacturing industries.
. v.

Pharmaceutical companies, were able.sto influence significant environmental

groups so-that these groups acted in ways that were favarable.to the pharma,

phonograph mitcord companies were unable to achieveeeuticals, while the

-similar results with regard to theirtenvironment. Specifically, when new

techniques'and significant rates of return drew new entrants toeach industry,

existing-pharmaceutical companies influenced the iT.S.Patent Office and ,

. ,
.

state regulation7agencieW-to give patent law interpretations and inact drug

ons that were.. favorable to existing companies and, in

effect, kept.barriersto entry into the inc stry high. These eoMpanies

so influenced-the American Medical Association to liberalize advertise-,

in their journals and restrict AMA's regulatory.

drugs. These actions by:the AMA gave the companies

%.*

tTolicies,for

activity with r

. *

'opportunity to influence the external agents uponlihomthey relied for

introduction, of their products(the physicians) subsi-.P.ntially and2easily.

8 C
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Phonograph record companies were unable to get favorable patent laws and p-iient

interpietations and were unable legally to influence their gatekeepers
4

(disk jockeys). Although the reasons why one industry was able to influence

external elements substantially and one was not are uncertain, the fact

remains that the industry that diiemin significant control over'ilaportant

environmental sectors. was Substantially more successful than the one that

did not.

While-the preceding studies offer evidence t1it a contingency model

is appropriate, other studies raise some serious qrstions. A'group headed

by H. ToSi attempted to demonstrate the validity f the uncertainty measuring

instruments of'LawrenCe and Lorsch. The results were very disappointing;

the relationship between ,uncertainty measured by the Lawrence and. Lorsch

instruments and external measures chosen by Tosi for a set of business concerns
c:

was consistently negative,, Since, as theauthors state, "One would expect at.

least a positive correlation between inteimal(the instrument) and external

.16
measures of uncertainty; it would. seem that Lawrence and Lorsch may not

.\ t

have measured real environmental uncertainty.
17

Downey, Hellriegef and Slocum18 attempted to replicate a study by

B.B. Duncan1:9 in which he showed a relationship between perceived environmental

complexity and the uncertainty of a task. They f led.to establish the

, expected relationship and qu4tioned Duncan's measure of environmental

complexity. In addition, th4y found no significant correlation between

(_the instruments Of Lawrence and Lorsch and. DiFcan. They suggest that.

significant ambiguity exists with regard to''uncertaintY concepts in organizational.
f ,

theory and they state that their findings should. Place researchers on guard

about the potential pitfalls that may exist' in currentau.ncertainty

_z ip
cctdeptualization and application.

1

9
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Where the preceeding authors question uncertainty measures, RalltOsborn

/and J.G.Hunt20 find no relation between complexity and organizational

effectiveness and on this basis suggest that the environment is not a prime

concern when planning for goal achievement. And in a descriptive study,

21
Stieglity attributes differing structural characteristics primarily

to the internal dimensions of 1) diversification (the varlet

1

of services produced) and 2) interdependency, integration,

diversified operating components. While he acknowledges

of goals and

overlap among

versity in the

market place as a determinant of structure, his -point seems to be that the

primary causes of structural differences are internal.-

In a study published in 19752 Johannes M. Pennings attempted to

.demonstrate a re atio een several measures of environmental uncertainty

(instability, r sourcefulness, demand volatility, competitiveness and .

complexity) andi several measures of low formality of structure and decefitral-

izaln(Znformal communication, partidipativenessljrequency of meetings,
A

specialization and power equalization). Most corre ations were.neg6.titfre
, f
and/or inisignificant rather than high and pos as expected and he states,

. .

"Summarizing, with the exception of complexity and resourcefillness, none

of the environmental variables seemed to be relevant for understanding why'

organizations differed structurally."23 Pennings then suggest; that his
4

failure to achietie the expected results might have been due -.to the fact that

4

he did not consider the effectiveness of the units studied; ft.e., the inclusion

of ineffective. units may have reauce4 the magnitude of the. correlations.

.

A tiro way analysis of variance to determine,the effects of environment and

structure and their interaction effects on several effectiveness indexes

was performed to check this p6ssibility.out. The tests.for interaction between.

structural and environmental variables were not significant, and effectiveness
4
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was explained primarily by structural rather than environmental variables.

He closes by stating, "From,the results obtained one questions the usefulness

1
of the structural-contingency model. u24

The lack of certain evidence for specific environmentaistructural

relationshipS pointed to in these studies is emphasized in a review article.

by'Dennis MO rg abd James Koch.25 They note that not only 1:7 it uncertain
c

that operationaliZed.definitions ofenvironmental characteristics have

construct validity, but also, aggregate contingency models make improper

assumptions about the convergence of existing studies with regard to the

domains studied. The that a valid overall contingency approach that

directs application has not yet been developed.

VALIDfTY.OF A CONTINGENCY APPROACH' TO THE DEVELOPMENT:OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL

STRUCTURE OF AN ACADEMIC LIBRARY

Despite the criticism of contingency studies, tg validity of the

contingency approach can not be seriously questioned: In the first place,

. -

the imports to of the environment has trafi:_iona_ly been stressed by business-

men. Knowledge of the opportunities and constraints of the market has been

:.key to the success of, most businesses. The desire-to understand and control

jmarket has led to the increased .,mpOrtance of the marketing function in

r.buSiness concerns since the arrival of the permanent buyers market shortly

after World War II.."The successful entrepreneur has been the ineividual

I .

who understood the market and took advantage of the opportunities it offered.

Second, the logic and common sense of the 2---nlyes of theoreticians like

Thompson carry significant weight. No organization's domain inclusive,

inputs" must be obtained from others and outputs must be taken by others.
\-

To assume that internal efficiency is adequate for continuing success denies

this,reality..4A11,organizations are dependent on Individuals and groups'

J
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outside their boundaries, and.efforts to control or at least understand them

are important.

Next, difficulty repliCating studieisitth regard to something as varied

and complex as the environmental relationships of a ,large organization, and

specific problems with the instruments used in some of these studies, do not _e

remove the fact that over the past fifteen years several sound independent

studies have shown specific relationship between the environment and

structural characteristics: Finally, the relevanCe of the environment for

the academic library is stressed-by Beverly Lynch in-an article published in

College and Research Libraries.
26

,Ms. Lynch notes the practice of distin-

guishing library organization and problem-solving according to types of.

libraries (publts school, etc.). She expresses concern because no sub-

stantia1 organized research on the academic library's environment exists, and

she points out some of the advantagds of looking at the library as an open

system. A contingency-approach tb organizational structure, an approach that

sayS there is more than one way, to structure -an organization and achieve success,

and that peculiarities of the time an place are crucial in the choice of

structure at teat ,time and place, is v d.

The failure to replicate some of the original contingency studies and

the questions raised about the measures used in these studies do sholi that

,

specifid enyironmeatal/strb-ntural relationships cannot be identified with

certainty,. That is, while the importance of the environment for the success

of the academic Libra is certain, there is no evidence which clearly points

to specific structural adaptations which.every library should make given
1°

particular environmental characteristics..

Given the validity of the contingencytapproach along with the lack of

certainty with regard to specific environmentally determined structural

,
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. -,-
'

.tt, .R..
dharacteristics, this is the question to be answered: '' Is a-m are complete

and ongoing understanding of and control over the eiiiirOnment important
,

J
4,--7

.

-
. TA--
.;

, , ,

, -- , ,..z
.

.e:,- . ,,

: enough for the academic library to-make-some structural'changes Tor the .

- ' V

- purpose'of enhancing this understa,rding°4nd/dOntrol even though the Effect

of 'these changes. is-not certain?" 'A sucoessfialorganization facing. .a stable

environment probably should make no major changet:'Academic
..

-libraries do,
.. % ,

. . -- - . , 6

0
hhowever, seem-to be facing a' changing and

unoeitallivdyiX

rOnment at this'
.

) .
.,..,

1-time.

THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT OF AN ACADEMIC LIBRARY
e .

Here environment means the organizations'and grodps outside the academic

Iibrarr-upon.,Which the library4depends for inputs-Ad approval, and which

accept its outputs. Subttantiarchanges in the orieniation,s, action_

patterns, or outputs of theseCgroups.cam result in new demands, conStraints,.

and opportunities for the acadeMiclibrary. As ,one unit .in a larger arganiza

tion, the university, -the mpt'important asgectt of the academic library's

1
-environment are the other formal and informal grolips in the university;

:the university administration, the faculty,, the'students,and other univer-

suppart'units:- Outside the university, the library interfaces directly.

with theloublishing industry, the library profession, and other groups

involved, in information processing.

The-of higher education among the-nation's priorities, and the

farm its institutions will take in the,mear future is far from certain.

The Unprecedented Diricifngof the sixties has ceased and the university

faces.a substantially increased number of.Oompetitors for a decreased pool

-of fufids in both the publiC'and private sector. At the same' time that
- _

universities are finding it difficult to fund traditional'programs social
--

concern for:releVance and currency prersiesfar new programs. _In addition,--
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,

the educational= process is being questioned. The restrictions of tradi-

tional practice in terms of entrance requirements, classroom education, "and
1

.. .

terminal-I:Saints (degrees)are belig criticized. :Also, arguments for more
.

... .
'

- faculty/student. contact .and-'inaepend,ent study are heard, and some programs
t')

. .

..ending to external,deireee have been repon;ted.2? An eXtreme,exaipleof

more recent.thihking with.regard to the educational process
.1
hit One. Of

.
,

-'special -interest to librarians is the doncept'that the college and library

ought to be 'synonymous and, the dominant IearnEng mode ougt to be independent
_

JP

study guided by .faciaty.28
11

Eldred R. Smith highlights; necessity far an academic library to be

aware ,of any change-in-the priorities and processes of its university comm1unity.'

In the past university libraries have been judged in
essentially quantitative terms: the size of collections,

.; staff, and operating budget. Despite frequent vApbal
recognition that "the library is the heart of the univer-
sity," it has been seen essentially as a repository of
-printed material, and its fundtions have been recognized as
essentially routine, custodial operations connected with the
acquisition, storage, and circulation of this material.,
,I.11 the future,university libraries may well be judged in
qualitative terms; the degree to which the assembled collection&
meet academic program needs; the level of scphisticated service
that is provided to faculty and students, the contribution ..

that is made to the educational programs through; bibliographic
instruction, and the efficiency of basic operationsi29

In addition to .uncertainty aboutythe future course of its Parent
.

- 'university, the academic library faces competition for the role. of primary

processor and deliverer of information to faculty and students. Already,

.
special university units exist far handling non -print media (e.g., iii

,

,and Computer- data,-bases), and external.orgamizations can prOvide essential

information sometimes not available through the -library e.g., United States

census data in machine readable form).

'External input organizations cause the academic library additional

I4
be'
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.-:uncertain yr.,Primarily b..11;ecause of,current ecenoiic conditions, publishers

-13-

nJ

no longer 166k upon 1i :caries- allies,.inStitaitions/which are certain
s.

\to.take a significant portion' of.theirrOduct. As a result, they are
.

.

;
iSeeking substantial contrzaiover the library's choiCe of inputs as thgr

. , _

efforts with regard to'the.recent copyright legislation exemplify.' At
. .

. . ,

..,
-.'1.- .the%same 'time, the quantity of books and journals ;published annually. shows

- - .

, ) ,
/

.,D
no agn-of 'diminishing. This situation can only continue to make selection.

.-

et
lit-

and acquisition dcisions more uncertain than in the past.
-

17
_ N

$ livw,technologies for recording ani-processing informationhave

special significance for liiwaries. Microforms have had little acceptance
. ..r.

...-

in academic libraries, but-this is partially due to the inadequacies of

or,

a'developing.technology. Improvements in these f and in`their'delivery

mechanisms are of special interest to litmartanS. Also, continuing improve-

meats in the processing and retrieval capabilities of'computens are important

to libraries.

Substantial and serious commitment to cooperation is another new

element in the academic library's environment. Librarians have spoken

highly of cooperation for years,.but it is only recently that these-words

have been formalized through the- establishment of networl;sand consortia.

throughout the country. E.J.Josey speculates that by the year 2000 all

(
academic libraries will beembers of at least one iibrary networksthat,

will providethem with access to a national network:30

FInally, the go4ernment h. ough the National'Com4ssion on Libraries .

,c
Informations. will play.a significant- role in the.futurd ofeach,

:tot.

academic library. The controversy reported. in the prc.fessional. literature

.

over the. various statements and plans of this group isidn indication that

the course of the Commission is anything but certain.

15
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The ab6ve .is cs b7 no means complete
listing's

of all significant-factors
, ..

.

.

in the enitronminior an academielibrary. 'It is, howeirer,'sufficient t4

fi( ,

indicate that a substantial amount of uncertaintrexists.
. . e -

THE CI:BRENT( d'IRUCTLLRE OF AN ACADEMIC LIBI/ARY

Beforb-consiaering changes in'the structure ofan.acadeMic library,
4 1\

a brief outline of the current structure is appropriate. Structure is the ,

set of formarrelationi between groups of library employees, the set of

Niv

..4.- .

`. 1 , .

-dr

formal roles filled by the individual employees, and the rules and procedures

direct the activities of

is divided into two divisions,

.....----

these inalviduals. Almost every academic library

or (technical services)'.grouping all employees

lihO are concerned primarily With the-acquisition and processing ofbookss and

other informatiori sources, and the other (public services) grOUping all employees

who deliver boOks and information to the public. Departments exist within

each division and these' too are defined7by the function performed (the

collections development department selects the books, the acquisitions depart-

ment buys them, the cataloging department catalogs them, et.).

is ultimately held by the library director and it is passed.down through the

division and department heads in the classic hierarchical manner. Although

exceptions can be found, each employee genet'ally does one kind of a job

(specialization) and fCalows specific formal 'procedures in doing it (stand-

ardization). Thus the current structure of aM:academic library does resemble

0

the bureaucratic model. Rules, roles, and 'relationships are clearly specified,

authority delegated, and control maintained through the hierarchy;'

EEO :MIMED STRUCTURAL CHANGES:

In summary, consideration of the environment when establishing an

organizatioes structure is important; the academic library today fabes

. /
an uncertain environment with a structure that seems more suited for an
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interface with a Stable, certain environment; 6hanges in the c

'1

id an academic litrarl\are needed to better survey aea control:tbieken-virOn-,
. . 7 ,

. \ .
went: It is in--the attempt to guggestspecifiC changes in the current sruc- c-

.,. .
,

i\ N
,,

.

turf.: of an academic library that the'absence-in the current literature of
\

1 \ vr
'gnneral agreement with regard to structural Characteristics appropriate
,;p, . \ .

--:ort`different-environmental states causes the most difficulty. Inithe
i-1

,
,.

....

_

t labSence of this agreement I must rely,on the-theorizing and as,yetunrep-
V . N

.
,

.

1
' licated research that does exist.

These studies suggest that a.k.eertain environment is most. appropriately

_
. \ ,c

.

responded to by a structure with a ,hzinimum number cif rules and. re ations,' -i
. . .

- and with decisiomaking locatek neer\the organization's boundarieb.31
, .

1
%.

\Lawrencp and Lorsch found lower ROrmalitY of structure-to exist in departments
. .

facing a more uncertain environment, and'state. "The mor'tcertain and pre-
?.

nt structure

dictable the task,' the more appropriate it, is to be specific in job descrip-

and.rules,
"32

The reverse, of coursefis:true. In theirstudy of

the effect of competition,33 Pfeffer and Ieblebici found change and hetero-

geneity within the organization associated with decentralization and less

formalization. In considering the appropriate ..;tructure of boundary units,

Thompson states,tgat divisions and departments established to deal with a

. dynamic yet homogeneousenvironment will be decentralized with regard to
-

decision making.2 So, few rules and regulations i14&units dealing with the

environment alcing with the authority to make significant decisions at the

unit.leveldre appropriate structural elements in the face of environmental

Uncertainty. .

... Where should'these. elements be .found in an academic library? Not in
" :

.

,the cataloging Opartbient for it doeS not relate directly with the environ-

ment : Not in serials, acquisitions, circulation or reference departments
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or Beverly iinch5,haSdemonstrated
.

that the tasks' performed in these 9.epartr.
. .

. .

and a bureauCratic structure is best fO-the l '. .

meats --are essentially routine
' 7effec-re performance of routine tasks asp Lawrence and Lorsch acknowledge.

.

In suggesting the structure of these, units remain the same, that rules:and.

36

.1-egulat.3ons'remain dirrpOrtanit for :these .departments and. that the library director
--

and division heads/continue to e major decisions relating to die work of Y. .
r A /

a/ s ,thesedepartment,s,I am choosing eff±ciency in operati ver environmental
/. > ,

surveillance because of the known value of the laireaucratic structure in
/ -

these -depari;m ents and the unproven valfue of environmentally determined struc-: 5,

tural adaitations.

The selections or collection development department is

interfacing with. publishers, faculty, students, and -Aber .Ixearies leIth

a boundary unit

regard to coordinated acquisition's azid' shai-ed-resources : The "gelection.

functioni.S more varied than most other library jobs, encompassing the respon-

sibility for keeping aware of the current state of the collection, trends in
i /

pMblishing, and faculty and student needs as well as selecting' specifia

l000ks for purchase. For these reasons. it seems the most likely location

for structural characteristics that enhance environmental surveillance rather

1.

than internal efficiency.' The- general library bureaucratic pattern, then,

should not be extended to the collection development department. The job

descriptions for 'individuals in this .dei5artment should be general, and

rules handed doi.in from above few. In addition,,this-unit should be given

authority to make decisionS regarding ordering matters without review

(i.e. , no one should have veto power over. suggested acquisitions)-.` And

serious consideration should be given, to raising the department to the

diviSlon level so that-its members have as much-power as possible in their
aealings with individuals in the 'environment, and so that information



gathered- i.rom-tiae. environmemtwillAave-a direct- Channel to the center of
.

the organization.

recommenWdondbes not seemSufficient in
_ ,

several environmental- faCto±s. mentioned :earlier
r

y present the academic library 'with significant cons

light of the

uncertain and may,

or oppoi-t44ties.

facIors The academic

a boundary unit speCif-
.

-

4.
The book selectors can ?Sot remain aware, of all thes

4
library staff'is too sTr;11 to aliOw the formation of

aCally for the surveillance of environmental areas, but the library has a

!

special advantage in thenuMber of Professionals

brod interests in).ibrarianship,'education, and

on its staff.. Their

often a subject field
, .

aUtoma!i.cally put them in contact with many_ environmental sectors, and the

num of professionals in an academic librai-y almost assures contact in

all significant areas. In fact, it is probablk,throughlthe,professional
.

librarians that the academic library has kept as aware of its environment.

as it has. This informal role needs formalization to- encourage it, and to

provide adequate channels far information flow to.the heart of the organization

where policy and decisions are made.

The professional staff'Of the library should serve as the source

for a new -organizational group of five to six members. The purpose of,
P - _

this group would be to assist in general planning and policy making at

the highest level, thereby.providing the organization the opportunity to use
.

the group's knowldege,of and feel for -*e environment at the point where

significant organization directing decisions are made. It is essential-that

'the group be formally constituted and given the status of an-Operating

department.,so that the members haire adequate power and recognition. It is

essential that the group participate in planning and policy ,making rather

than function in merely an advisory capacity. -I an suggesting that overall



1,
: ..planning'and policy making be performed by a group whlwhich 4 masse-. up of the

,traditional key hierarchical figures and. a
c

set of individuals:Om:pin from -
. \.

the profetSional-staff.. _There is pr- ecedent r e involvement of staff
-

. .

e
, .

,

professionals In organization policy making.' Teachers are involved An the
. . , ,. e

poliCy making oftheir-school,. and stiff doCtorsare involved in hiPital
4 4.-

S.'policy making. -

SUMMAEiY

Although evidence for specific environmentally determined structural

characteristics is uncertain, a contingency approach to the development f

the structure of an orginizations is clearly called for. An organization's

I:- structure, the permanent relations among its employees and the roles they
.

fill, must be fdrmed with iniernal efficiehcy and environmental surveillan

in mind. The academic litAry today faces an Cnvironment that is qualita-

tively different from theenvironment it 'faced ten,to fifteenyears ago,,

I

and that-environment is uncertain. Theme library must take this intoaccoun

and structure itself in such a way that it will be aware of and continue to

be aware of significant environmental changes. Since research gives no

certainty with regard to the kind of structural changes that are necessary,'.
boo.,

na substantial changes can be justified. However, it is reasonable to attempt

tosee that the department that already has boundary and environmental

surveillance characteristics, the collection development department,
*

be provided with the kind of structure that seems appropriate in an uncertain

environment, and that the formal structure recognize and use the professional

environmental awareness that already-exits the organization.
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